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What do biodiversity collection managers do all day?
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DIGITIZE AND MANAGE DATA



Stuff happens when you digitize…
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No Excuses (Not)



Who has time for surveys?



Data Publishing

I'm not even sure what this is referencing:

data in Arctos or data that is being migrated into 

Arctos! I have never heard this terminology until now.



Wait, there are data flags?



My initial experience

huge list of specimens flagged 

for various corrections (sigh)

users of iDigBio will view our data as less reliable

dwc_continent_replaced



My initial experience

noticed something similar in 

GBIF regarding dates

Darwin Core is an exchange standard; 

Arctos isn't "complying" with any data 

standards because none exist

I agree with your assessment: User's initial 

reaction to the flag will be "Arctos is 

broken," which is absolutely not the case.



My initial experience

“..some data quality flags 

from iDigBio that are useful 

because they correct 

objectively incorrect data”

“..subjective to how data are 

stored in Arctos vs. other 

models. The subjective ones 

I don't think are worth our 

time to care about at this 

point”

the DQ tests and methods 

iDigBio uses are in flux 

due to work being done in 

TDWG. ….



My initial experience

I would hope (although I guess hope is the operative word 

here), that people who are running analyses on or 

otherwise using aggregator data for something beyond 

browsing would notice that the flags are doing more 

standardizing than correcting, and that obviously

different collections/databases use different but equally 

correct ways to say the same thing...



One Collection’s Data Flags



23,354







Is Aves not a class?

Family=palinuridae



What the what?

Animalia > Arthropoda > 

Malacostraca > Decapoda 

> Palinuridae

Animalia > Chordata > 

Aves > Aves



The mystery deepens…

Genus = Avus

Animalia > Chordata > 

Aves > Aves



An answer, I think

Animalia > Chordata > Aves 

Aves 

Identification=scientific name=dwc:scientificName “Aves”

Taxon rank=dwc:taxonrank “class”





In My Backyard

We need more help at home!

• under-staffed and under-funded

• sustainability

• lack of experience/knowledge on the 

tech end

• assistance expressing the importance of 

the endeavor to administrators
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All opinions expressed are my own. I would like to thank

Everyone in the Arctos Working Group for putting up with my multiple 

requests and issues on the Arctos GitHub. You all make my life so much 

richer!

Dr. Art Harris for being my iDigBio data quality flag guinea pig and partner in 

biological data crime.

Deb Paul for taking my questions seriously and making an honest attempt to 

answer them even while traveling.

Thank You!


